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Abstract
Background: Small cell lung carcinoma (SCLC) is one of the most aggressive solid tumors. The predictive and prognostic
role of positron emission tomography (PET) scans in SCLC is under investigation and is yet to be determined.
Method: We retrospectively analyzed the correlation between overall survival and 2-[18F]-fluoro-2-deoxy-d-glucosePET (FDG-PET) results at diagnosis. We also introduced the concept of the total standardized uptake value (SUV) as a
possible biomarker for the total burden disease. In addition, we proposed a new staging concept using PET scan based on
whether tumor uptake is or is not limited to parenchymal hemithorax.
Results: Between March 2004 and February 2009, 46 patients with histologically confirmed SCLC were included in the
analysis. Thirty patients were found to have Eastern Cooperative Oncology Group (ECOG) Performance Status ≤ 2, and
most (65%, n = 30) of them had limited stage disease using conventional clinical staging criteria. There was a fair
correlation between PET results and conventional staging by CT scan (kappa = 0.330). Although there was a trend toward
upstaging by PET, it was not predictive of survival. There was a direct correlation between total SUV and maximum SUV
and overall survival (hazard ratio [HR] = 1.003 and 1.085, respectively).
Conclusion: PET scan results at diagnosis could play an important role in the management of SCLC. Total SUV could
represent a good biomarker for the disease burden in SCLC. Further prospective studies are needed to clarify the
application of total SUV in SCLC.
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1 Introduction
2-[18F]-fluoro-2-deoxy-d-glucose (FDG) positron emission tomography (PET) is a functional imaging study that plays a
major role in cancer management. Its clinical application has been validated in the diagnosis, staging, prognosis and
response to therapy in many cancers including lymphoma [1], breast cancer [2], lung adenocarcinoma [3] and other solid
tumors [4].
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The uptake of FDG by cancer cells depends on multiple factors such as level of glucose metabolic activity, levels of
glucose transporters (mainly 1 and 3) and the expression of hexokinase II and glucose-6- phosphatase [5-9]. Because the
presence of these factors can differ among different histologic types of cancer cells, there may be diverse clinical
applications for FDG-PET in different cancer subtypes. The ultimate result of this test is the measurement of labeled
glucose uptake by cancer cells as a marker of metabolic tumor activity, tumor grading, viability and aggressiveness.
The role of FDG-PET in non-small cell lung cancer (NSCLC) has been widely studied, with a trend to upstaging compared
to conventional CT scans along with [10-19] a change in clinical management [20-25]. In fact, the intensity of FDG uptake in
NSCLC, as measured by highest standard uptake value [SUVmax] has also been shown to correlate with prognosis [26]. The
role of FDG-PET in small cell lung cancer (SCLC) has not, however, been determined. SCLC is one of the most
aggressive solid tumors; therefore, the cancer cells may be expected to have a high FDG uptake. Preliminary reports have
indicated that FDG-PET might have a role in clinical staging and prognosis after chemotherapy [27-29].
The primary endpoint of this study is to report any correlation between FDG uptake at diagnosis and overall survival. Our
secondary endpoint includes its role in staging compared to the conventional CT scan staging. We also introduce the
concept of “SUVtotal”, calculated by summing the highest SUV in each abnormal site, which can be expected to reflect total
tumor burden and tumor grade.

2 Methods
2.1 Patient selection
All patients with pathologically confirmed SCLC with FDG-PET scanning performed at diagnosis and treated at our
institution between March 2004 and February 2009 were retrospectively identified. Demographic and clinical
characteristics were collected from the tumor registry database and the medical records of each patient. The clinical
staging of each patient was determined by the treating physicians (medical oncologist, radiation oncologist and
radiologist) as appropriate and was determined by clinical examination and conventional CT scan and brain MRI. The
clinical staging is divided into limited- and extensive-stage based on whether tumor can or cannot be encompassed within
a tolerable radiation therapy port. Our proposed staging by PET scan is divided into limited- and extensive-stage based on
whether tumor uptake is or is not limited to parenchymal hemithorax. This study was approved by the Staten Island
University Institutional Review Board.

2.2 FDG-PET scan analysis
All FDG-PET/CT scans were performed using the Discovery ST PET/CT System (General Electric Healthcare). Patients
were instructed to abstain from eating or drinking six hours prior to their appointment (including diabetic medications),
limit carbohydrates one day before the exam and abstain from strenuous exercise for twelve hours prior to the test. A blood
glucose level was obtained before the exam, and all patient glucose levels were less than 200 mg/dl. Subsequently, an
average dose of 12 mCi 18-Flourine FDG was injected intravenously. The patient was then asked to remain in a quiet
environment for approximately 45 minutes. A low-dose CT imaging study was then performed from skull base to
mid-thigh. A PET scan was then performed immediately after acquiring the CT. Approximately 5-6 bed positions were
performed with an acquisition time of 5 min for each, with imaging from the skull base to mid-thigh. Post-processing was
performed using a volumetric PET/CT protocol. Studies were interpreted on a General Electric Xeleris functional imaging
workstation.
The total number of FDG avid sites, SUVmax, for each site, total SUV and mean SUV were obtained. The total SUV was
obtained by summing the SUVmax of all sites. The mean SUV was then calculated by dividing the total SUV by the total
number of sites.
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2.3 Statistical analysis
The following variables were analyzed: age, gender, Eastern Cooperative Oncology Group (ECOG) performance status,
clinical staging and staging by PET as proposed. Means were calculated for continuous variables and frequencies were
calculated for categorical variables. Overall survival (OS) was considered as the time in months from the date of initial
diagnosis to the date of last contact or death. The survival curves by stage (limited vs. extensive) were compared using the
log-rank test. The estimated survival curves using the product-limit method and stage (limited, extensive) were compared
using the log-rank test. The association among continuous measurements (total SUV, mean SUV, maximum SUV) and
survival were examined using Cox regression analysis. The kappa statistic was calculated to measure the agreement
between CT scan and PET scan for disease stage.
All statistical analyses were conducted using SAS 9.2 software (SAS Institute Inc., Cary, NC).

3 Results
Overall, 46 patients were found to be eligible for this study analysis. The clinical and demographic characteristics are
summarized in Table 1.
Table 1. Clinical demographics of the patient at diagnosis
Age
(Mean, Range)

Gender
Female
Male

0

1

2

3

4

Unknown

Clinical Stage
Extende
Limited

69.9 [49-87]

25 (54.4)

-

27 (58.7)

3 (6.5)

-

1 (2.2)

15 (32.6)

30 (65.2)

21 (45.6)

PS (ECOG)

16 (34.8)

Nearly two-thirds of our patients (n = 30, 65.2%) had limited disease as determined by clinical staging. Among them,
two-thirds (20 out of 30) had limited stage disease by FDG PET imaging and the other one-third (10 out of 30) had
extensive disease. On the other hand, 16 out of 46 had extensive disease as determined by the conventional staging system
and among these 16 patients, only 11 patients were deemed to have extensive stage disease by PET. The correlation
between the two methods of staging was fair (kappa 0.33) (see Table 2).
Table 2. Correlation between the clinical staging and the PET staging
Clinical Stage
Frequency (Percent)

PET Stage

Limited

Limited
20

Extended
10

Extended

5

11

Total

25

21

Kappa (K)
Total

0.3301

30
16
46

Table 3. SUV measurement of the patients
SUV measurement, N = 46

Mean

95% CI

Range

HR (death)

P-value

SUVmean

111.6

236.0-459.2

5.2-846.0

0.999 [0.842-1.156]

.9922

SUVmax

13.1

2.1-24.1

2.8-30.7

1.085 [1.007-1.169]

< .0313

SUVtotal

8.5

2.8-14.2

2.6-16.0

1.003 [1.001-1.005]

< .0003

The univariate analysis showed that OS was correlated , as expected, with the clinical staging with a median OS of 12.3
months for extensive disease patients vs. 24.3 months for limited stage patients (p = .02) (see Figure 1). In contrast, our
proposed staging system determined by PET scanning results was not correlated with OS (see Figure 2). Interestingly, we
found a strong negative correlation between SUVtotal and OS. The higher the value for SUV total the shorter was survival,
with a hazard ratio HR of 1.003 (95% CI: 1.001-1.005, p < .0003). SUVmax was also found to be predictive of OS with
a HR (death) of 1.085 (95% CI 1.007-1.169, p < .0313). On the other hand, the SUVmean did not correlate with OS (see
Table 3).
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Figure 1. Kaplan Meier curve of the overall survival by
clinical staging
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Figure 2. Kaplan Meier curve of the overall survival by
PET staging

4 Discussion
Compared to other studies, FDG-PET molecular imaging is unique in measuring the metabolic tumor activity and its role
in cancer management is still evolving. Our data show that PET can be useful as a predictive biomarker for survival, with
significant correlation between SUVtotal and SUVmax and survival.
Total SUV used as a biomarker is a new concept which is not routinely determined during interpretation of FDG-PET
studies. One reason for this may be that it is somewhat time-consuming, particularly in patients with many sites of
pathologic FDG uptake, but we hypothesized that it could be an excellent measure of total tumor burden and
grade/aggressiveness. In addition, with the fast pace of improvements in information technology, total SUV measurement
may be more easily measured routinely in the future.
Our study showed that the SUV mean is not correlated with overall survival and this finding is in accord with previously
published data by Joo Lee et al., which showed that a high SUVmean value has prognostic value but that low SUVmean does
not [30].
Our data also showed that SUVmax is positively correlated with OS, which is in agreement with previously reported data
about the role of SUVmax as a good predictor factor in NSCLC [31, 32].
Accurate staging is the best predictor of survival in cancer, including SCLC. The most commonly used staging system in
patients with SCLC is different than that used for other types of tumors. This method divides patients into two groups –
limited and extensive stage- to determine appropriate therapy and prognosis [33]. In our study, PET results showed a slight
trend toward higher stage than the staging system currently adopted for clinical decision making. The upstage of PET
compared to conventional CT scan results has been previously reported in NSCLC [34]. A recent study performed by
Xanthopoulos EP et al. evaluating staging with PET in limited stage SCLC also showed that more PET-staged patients
presented with nodal metastases. There was also an association with PET staging and survival [35]. Recent data suggests
that PET can improve staging accuracy and treatment planning in patients with SCLC [36]. Our adapted staging criteria
established by FDG-PET resulted in a difference of nine months in median OS between limited and extensive stage
disease. This difference did not, however, reach statistical significance. The limited number of patients and the treatment
based on CT staging could partly explain this discrepant finding.
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Despite the limitations of our retrospective study, it introduced a new concept whereby SUVtotal can be used as a direct
measurement of tumor burden and it was statistically significantly correlated with OS. Additionally, this concept has the
potential for being applied to other tumor types and may serve as a new marker of prognostic classification. Therefore,
further prospective studies are needed to validate our findings in SCLC and other solid tumors.
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